Dear ________________________:

I’m writing to ask ORGANIZATION to endorse an important and exciting grassroots campaign called **Back from the Brink: The Call to Prevent Nuclear War**.

To date, over 380 health, environmental, academic, peace, faith, and justice organizations have endorsed Back from the Brink, and numerous U.S. municipalities and states have adopted resolutions supporting its policy solutions. A full list of endorsements to date is here [https://www.preventnuclearwar.org/whos-on-board](https://www.preventnuclearwar.org/whos-on-board).

The reason this campaign is growing is simple–and terrifying. The threat of nuclear war is greater today than ever before. The U.S. is planning to replace our entire nuclear arsenal with enhanced weapons, and has revised its nuclear policy to make it easier to launch a nuclear weapon, even in response to a non-nuclear strike. These weapons do not keep us safe; they put us at greater risk and threaten all that we hold dear.

In addition, the enormous sum of money we spend to build and maintain nuclear weapons diverts resources away from our communities at a time when so many people are struggling. U.S taxpayers already spend some $2 million every hour of every day maintaining the U.S. nuclear arsenal, and the U.S. plans to rebuild its nuclear arsenal at the staggering cost of $1.7 trillion over the next three decades. No moral society should prioritize new, humanity-destroying weapons over the needs of its citizens.

Nuclear weapons intersect tragically with the most critical issues of our time. For example, climate change is already causing resource scarcity that leads to forced migration, political instability, and increased conflict, making the use of nuclear weapons more likely. Nuclear weapons are intrinsically linked to environmental and racial justice, from the colonial aspects of uranium mining on indigenous land, to radiation exposure suffered by workers and communities near nuclear production, waste, and testing sites. And, if we build and test new nuclear weapons, we will cause more harm to the environment and vulnerable communities. Humanity cannot afford to get this wrong.

**Back from the Brink: The Call to Prevent Nuclear War**

We call on the United States to lead a global effort to prevent nuclear war by:

- actively pursuing a verifiable agreement among nuclear armed states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals;
- renouncing the option of using nuclear weapons first;
- ending the sole, unchecked authority of any president to launch a nuclear attack;
- taking U.S. nuclear weapons off hair-trigger alert; and
- cancelling the plan to replace its entire arsenal with enhanced weapons.

Several of these policy proposals are already represented in current legislation before Congress, but grassroots support is critical to building the political will to move them forward.

Visit [preventnuclearwar.org](http://preventnuclearwar.org) to endorse the Back from the Brink campaign and we’ll keep you informed of further opportunities to take action. Together, we can create a safer, healthier, and more just world.

Sincerely,

___________________________________